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Abstract

In this paper we eonsider orthogonal geometry of the free Z-module Ko(IPn) with
respeet to the non-symmetrie unimodular bilinear form

We ealculate the isometry group of this form and deseribe invariants of its natural
action on !(o(rn)' Also we eonsider some general eonstruetions with non-symmetrie
unimodular forms. In partieular, we diseuss orthogonal deeomposition of such
forms and the action of the braid group on a set of semiorthonormal bases. vVe
formulate a list of natural arithmetieal eonjeetures about semiorthogonal bases of
the form x.
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§l.Introduction.

1

1.1. The helix theory and the problem of description of exceptional
sheaves on lPn' The helix theory is a cohomology technique to study derived cat
egories of coherent sheaves on some algebraic varieties. It appears first in [GoRu]
and [GoI] as the way to construct the exceptional bundles on IP n, i.e. locally free
sheaves E such that

Since then the helix theory was developed in the context of general triangulated
categories in [Go2],[G03],[Bol],[B62].[BoKa]. The main idea of this theory is to
consider exceptional bases of a triangulated category, i.e. collections of objects
{EOl EI l ••• ,En } that generate the category and have the following properties

HomJl{Ei , Ej ) = 0 VJ.L and Vi> j.

The simplest example of a such collection is the collection

{O, O{l), ... , O{n)}

of invertible sheaves on IPn' The main problem is to describe all such collections.
The most important fact in the study of this problem is that there exists an action
of the braid group on the set of exceptional collections of a given length. Trans
formations of exceptional collections by generators of the braid group are called
mutations. The mutations make possible to construct an infinite set of exceptional
collection starting from a given one (see [GoI), [G02]).

Thus a description of all exceptional sheaves on IPn splits into three steps. \Ve
have to prove the following three conjectures.

1.1.1. CONJECTURE. An,}' exceptional object in the bounded derived category
of coherent sheaves on IP n is quasiisomorphie to a shifted image of an exceptional
locally [ree sheaf.

1.1.2. CONJECTURE. Any exceptional collection (in particular, each exceptional
object itself) in the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on IPn can be
included in an exceptional basis of the derived category.

1.1.3. CONJECTURE. In bounded derived category of coberent sbeaves on Irn tbe
braid group acts transiti\rely on exceptional collections of any given length.

All these three conjectures hold on IP 2 (see [GoRu], [Go2]), anel the third conjecture
holds on IP 3 for exceptional collections of maximallength (generating the derived
category, - see [No]). Discussion of these problems in the general context and the
survey of corresponding results see in [G04].
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1.2. Subject of this paper. In this paper we eonsider an arithmetieal analog of
problems formulated above. Let us consider the Grothendieek group [(o(IPn) as a
free Z-module of finite rank with non-symmetrie uni modular bilinear form

X(E, F) = L:(-It dim Exe'(E, F).

1.2.1. DEFINITION. A collection of vectors {eI, e2,"" e,lJ C l\"o(IPn ) is ealled
exeeptional or semiorthonormal if the Gram matrix of tbe form X at this eollection
is upper triangular with units on the main diagonal.

Obviously, any exceptional collection of sheaves produces an semiorthonormal
collection of vectors in [(0. If we are going to work only in terms of [(0 and x,
then we can not distinguish such collections and their images with respect to the
action of isometries of the form X.

1.2.2. DEFINITION. Z-linear operator i.p: [(o(IPn) ---+ I\o(IPn) is called isometrie
iE X(v, w) = X(sov, rpw) \Iv, w. The group of all isometrie operators is denoted by
[sam and is called the isometry grOtlp.

In §3,§4 we will prove that this group is an unipotent Abelian algebraic group
of dimension [(n + 1)/2]. It has two connected eomponents, and the component
of the identity is a direct sum of standard I-dimensional additive groups. We
write explicit formulas for the natural action of isometries on [(o(lPn) and describe
invariants of this action. All this may be considered as the first step in the direetion
of the following eonjeeture.

1.2.3. CONJECTURE. A vector e such that x(e, e) = 1 represents (up to the
action of isometries) a dass of exceptional sheaf if and only iE it can be induded
in same semiortbonormal basis oE [(0. -

In §2 we eonsider some general constructions of non-symmetrie orthogonal ge
ometry. In partieular, we define an action of the braid group on the set of all
semiorthonormal colleetions of a given length, and introduee the notions of the
eanonieal operator and the canonieal algebra of given bilinear form, which play an
important role in the general classification of bilinear non-degenerate forms. We
discuss this classification (over an algebraically closed field of eharacteristic zero)
in §3 and give a general approach to the problems like ones considered in [Ru].

This part of paper is the first little step in direction of the following conjeeture,
which reformulate the main eonjecture of helix theory in terms of linear algebra.

1.2.4. CONJECTURE. Any semiorthonormal basis of J{o(1P n) may be obtained
Erom any other one by cbanging signs oE basic vectors and the action o[ braid
group and isometries.
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§2. Non-symmetrie orthogonal geometry.

3

2.1. Notations. Let kI be a free tl-module of a finite rank equipped with an
integer bilinear form L\1 x 1);[~ tl, which we denote by

(*, *): V,1O 1-7 (v,1O).

Submodules of lvI will be usually denoted by U, V, W, . .. Restriction of the bilinear
form onto submodule Uc iVl is denoted hy (*, *)u.

For a given suhmodule Uc 1\1 the.submodules

U.L = {w E L\11 (10, 1t) = 0 'v'u EU}

.LU = {1o E iVII(u, 10) = 0 'v'u EU}

are called right and left orthogonals of U. So: (U, U.L) = (.L U, U) = O.
Fixing some basis e = {el, e2, ... ,en } C NI we denote by X or X( e) the corre

sponding Gram matrix (the element Xij = (ei, ej) is placed in i-th row and j-th
column of this matrix).

\Ve denote by lvI* the dual module Homtz( lVI, Z).

2.2. Unimodularity and correlations. For any given bilinear form on M we
can consider two linear operators:

left correlation A: lvI -----+ 1\1·: v 1-7 (v, *)
and

right correlation g: At[ ~ j\1.: 'V f-t (*, v).
The bilinear form on 1\1 is uniquely determinated by each of them. In fact, the
Gram matrix X coincides with a matrix of right correlation written with respect
to a pair of dual bases of lvI and l\{·, and a matrix of the left correlation is its
transpose. Hence, we get the following proposition:

2.2.1. PROPOSITION. Tlle conditions:

(A) left correlation is an isomorphism;

(B) right correlation is an isomorphism;

(e) det X = ±l;

are pairwise equivalent.

o
We call Cl. bilinear form on LVI to be unimodular if it satisfies the above condi

tions.
In this paper we will always assume that the form on lVI is unimodular.
Note that if we identify 1\1 with LVI'" in the usual way, then the dual operator

to each of two correlations coincides with the other correlation:

!/: Ivl·· = L\;f -7 M· is equal to A: M ~ l\{·
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,\ >1<: 1\1** = AJ -----+ AI· is equal to (}: lvI --+ lvl*

2.3. Canonical operator. Using correlations, we assoeiate with any unimodular
bilinear form on IV! a linear operator

This operator is called canonical. It is uniquely determinated by the following
eondition:

(v, 10) = (w, fi,v) Vv , 10 E AI.

A matrix of K, in any basis e of l\J is expressed in terms of the Gram matrix X = x( e)
by the formula

-1 t
fi, =x X

Note that the map X f---t X-I xt is equivariant with respect to the standard actions
of linear automorphisms of 1\1 on bilinear forms and on linear operators.

The eanonieal operator is isometrie:

(v,1O) = (w: fi,v) = (fi,V, 1i1O) Vv ,10 E 1\1

2.4. Dual operators and canonical algebra. One ean assoeiate with any linear
operator cp: lvI -----+ jvl a pairof its dual. They are uniquely determinated by the
following eonditions: .

the left dual operator v cp: (V <pV, 10) = (v, cp1o)
the rigId dual operator cpv: (v, c.pv10) = (.pv, 10).

Expressions for their matrices are given by

{()V = X-I{()t
r " r X·

In general, Vcp :I cpv far a non-symmetrie form on lvI. But direct camputation
shows that the following proposition holds.

2.4.1. PROPOSITION. The conditions

(A) vcp=cpv

(B) vVep = <p

(C) epvv = <p

(D) <pK. ~ K.<p
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are pairwise equivaJent.

o

5

An operator r.p is called reflexive if <pvv = <p. Reflexive operators form a
subalgebra in the algebra of all linear endomorphisms of 1\1. This algebra coincides
with the centralizer of the canonical operator. "\Te call it a canonieal algebra of a
bilinear form on IV! and denote by A.

Obviously, the following sets of operators belong to A:
A+ = {<p I v<p = r.p = r.pV} - the submodule of sel/dual operators;
A- = {<p I v cp = -r.p = r.pV} - the submodule of antiselfdual operators;
[som = {r.p I v r.p = r.p-l = <pV} - the subgroup of isometrie operators.

Let HS now consider the vector space IUQ = lQ 0z lvI and the corresponding
canonical algebra A<Q = Q 0z A. Evidently, ~ splits into direct sum of the
subspaces of selfdual and antiselfdual operators

150m is an algebraic group in the sense of [Se] and the arguments of [Se] (ch.l,th.5)
give us immediately the following proposition.

2.4.2. PROPOSITION. Subspace of all antiselfdual operators coincides with the
Lie algebra of algebraic group of all isometrie operators:

L:.ie( 150m '0) = AQ

o
On the other side, we have

2.4.3. PROPOSITION. Two bilinear forms (*, *h and (*, *h on a given Z-module
lvI have the same canonical operator iE and only if tbere exists an operator 'ljJ, which
is selfdual with respect to both forms and satisfies the identity

(v, wh = (v, 'ljJwh Vv ,w E lvI.

PROOF. Taking the dual to the identity

-1\ -1\
K, = 01 '" 1 = (!z "'2

we get
• \-1 \-1

K. = fJl"'l = (}2 A 2 •

Hence, 1/J = fJ2fJl 1 = ..\2..\1 1 satisfies the identities

(v, ,tPwh = (v, wh = ('ljJv, wh·

o
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2.4.4. COROLLARY. There exists the 1-1 correspondence between unimodular
bilinear forms7 which have same canonical operators, and unimodular operators7

which are selfdual with respect to any one of these forms.

o

2.5. Admissible submodules, orthogonal projections and mutations. All
constructions of this and two following sections are trivial reformulations of the
technique of orthogonal clecomposition in triangulated categories (see [Go2] and
[BoKal]).

A submodule U c NI is callecl adlnissib/e if it satisfies any of the following
equivalent conditions:

(A) the restricted form (*, *)u is unimodularj

(B) there exists a linear projection Lpu: ivI ---7 U such that

(v, U)M = (Lpuv, u)u Vu EU Vv E V;

(C) there exists a linear projection Rpu: 1"1 ---7 U such that

(u, V)M = (u, Rpuv)u Vu EU Vv E V;

(D) M = U ffi .lV;

(E) IV! = U1. ffi U;

(equivalences (A)<=?(B)<=?(D) and (A)<=?(C)<=?(E) are standard in linear algebra
and we omit proofs).

Operators Lpu from (B) anel Rpu from (C) are called lefl anel light orthogonal
projections onto V respectively. Note that they are left and right adjoint operators
to the inclusion U y. i\;I.

Of course, if a submoclule U C Iv! is admissible, then both its orthogonals 1.U
and V 1. are admissible too. If a vector v E 1\1 is written in the form

where VUJ. E V.l , vu E U,

then obviously
Rpu(v) = vu, LpuJ.(v) = VUJ.·

Hence, we have the identities

which give decompositions of any vector v E 1\1 as an element of U1. ffi U and as an
element of U ffi .l U respectively. It we rewrite these identities in the form

LpuJ.(v) = Lpu(v) - Rpu(u) + RpJ.u(v)
, .... '---""'--

from U from .lV
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or in the form

Rp.l.U(v) = Lpu.l.(v) +Rpu(v) - Lpu(v).-...--' ... '

from U1. from U

then we see that

7

and

Hence, the restriction of Lpu.l. onto the submodule 1.U and the restrietion of Rp.l./}
onto the submodule U1. are linear isomorphisms between these submodules inverse
to each other.

vVe call them left ·mutation of 1.U and right mutation 0/ U1. with respect to U

and denote by Lmu: 1.U --t U1. and Rmu: U1. --+1. U. They are weIl defined
by the properties:

Lmu: Rp.l.uv Ho Lpu.l.v \Iv EM

Rmu: Lpu.l.v Ho Rp.l.uv \Iv E IV!.

Moreover, direct computatio~ shows that they are isometries. In fact, \lut, ui E
U1. , which are decomposed in U EB 1.U as u; = U v + 1. U I/ (v = 1,2) we have

(ut,·u~) (Ul + 1.UllU~) = (1.Ul'U~) = (1. U l,U2 + 1. U2 ) =
= (1. Ul ,1. U2 ).

So, we get

2.5.1. PROPOSITION. Left and right mutations witb respect to admissible sub
module U C 1\1 are isometrie isomorphisms between 1.U and U1. inverse to eaeh
other.

o

2.6. Senliorthogonal direct sums. Let lvIland lvf2 be two modules equipped
with unimodular bilinear farms (*, *h and (*, *h. Suppose that direct surn 1\1 =
lvII EB IV[2 is equipped with bilinear form (*, *)M = (*, *) such that NIl = NIi (i.e.
(lV[2,lVft} = 0) and the restrictions of (*,*) onto Jltf1 and j\12 coincide with (*,*)1
and (*, *)2 respectively. In this case we call1vf to be a semiorthogonal sum of lvIIl
M2 .

The form on lvI is automatically unimodular too and we have

where the second summand can be expressed in two ways:

(here Lp2 = LPAh IMI and Rpl = RpM
1

IM2 are the orthogonal projections).
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Hence, the structure of serniorthoghonal surn is uniquely determinated by any
one of two adjoint to each other linear operators

or

2.6.1. PROPOSITION. Let AtJ = All EB AI2 be a semiorthogonal sumo The canoni
cal operator K = KM is represented in terms o[ this decomposition by the following
matrix

(
K:1 - Rp1oli20Lpz - Rpl K2 )

K:zLpz IiZ'

where 1i1 and IiZ are the canonical operators on j\;f1 and lvh respectively.

PROOF. Let

where K. IlV : l\1v --+ M w For any u = 1t1 + Hz, V = VI +Vz consider the identity

(u, v) = (v, ,,-u) .

We write its left side as

(u, v) = (UI' v1h + (LpZuI, vZ)z + (uz, V2)Z =
(v!, 1'L1 U t} + (vz, 1'L ZLp2(ud) + (vz, KZUZ)

and its right side as

Cornparing the cornponents, we obtain

"-z Lpiul + "-z1.lz = 1'LZllLl + KZZ1tZ

It follows from the second equation that fiZ2 = K,2 and IiZl = KzoLpz. Hence the
first equation may be rewritten a.s

{

fi1 = fitl + Rp l °1'\;zoLpz
o = IitZ + Rpt ot~z

o

2.6.2. DEFINITION. A pair (U, V) of submodules U c AtJ, V c 1\1 is called
semiorthogonal if both are admissible and (v, u) = 0 "f/1.l, v E 1\11.

Let Hl = U EB V be the direct surn of two admissible submodules forming a
semiorthogonal pair (U, V). Of course, I'V is admissible too and Wl.. = [jl.. n V1..,
l..W = 1..Unl..v.
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2.6.3. PROPOSITION. In above notations Lpwl. = Lpul. 0 Lpvl..

PrrOOF. For any w.L E Hl.L = U.L n V.L we have "im E NI:

(m, w.l) = (Lpv1. 1n , w.l) = (Lpu.LLpvl.m, w.l).

On the other side, im (Lpu.L 0 Lpvl.) C {,V.l (this follows from the assumption that
UCV.l).
o

By the same way we conelude

2.6.4. PROPOSITION. Rpl.w = RpJ.v 0 Rpl.u.

o
These proposi tions give

2.6.5. COROLLARY. In above notations

Lmw = Lrnu 0 Lmv

Rmw = Rmv 0 Rmu.

o

2.7. Semiorthonormal collections and Braid Group action. The simplest
example of an admissible submodule is aI-dimensional free submodule Ze E AI
generated by a vector e with (e, e) = 1. In this case we have

RPe v = (e, v)e , LPev = (v, e)e ,
Lmev = Lpel. v = v - (e, v)e, Rmev = Rp.Lev = V - (v, e)e .

If W = .le, then it follows from (2.6) that the scalar product on the semiorthog
onal surn A1 = Zeffi {IV is uniquely determinated by the scalar product (*, *hv on
IV and the vector e= Lpwe E ~V.

By (2.6.1), the canonical operator K, = K,M is represented in terms of the de
composition lvI = Ze ffi W by the matrix

~M = (~:(e) ~~) ,
where

and
..\ = 1 - (e, "'2e)M = 1 - (e, K2f)w = 1 - (€, €)w .

On the other hand (KMe, e) = (..\e, e) + (KW (f), e) = A. We get

2.7.1. PROPOSITION. tr ("'AI) = tr (K,lV) + (KMe, e) = tr (KW) + 1 - (f., €) and
( K Me, e) = 1 - (e, €) .

o
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Of course, not only one vector hut any semiorthonormal collection of (k + 1)
vectors {eO,el, ... ,ek} (i.e. such that (e?L,e v ) = 0 VJ-l > l/, (el/,e V ) = 1 Vl/ )
generate an admissible submodule Hf. For a such submodule Hf we have

Rmw = Rmek 0 RI1le.r.:_l 0 ... 0 Rm eo

Let HS consider a module Jlt[ generated by a semiorthonormal pair (a, b). Define
the feft and right ·mutations of this pair by the fornlll1as

L(a, b) ~f (Lma b, a) = (b - (a, b)a, a)

R(a, b) ~ (b, Rmoa) = (b, Cl - (a, b)b)

Note that these mutations may be considered as results of two Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalisations applied to the non-semiorthogonal pair (b, a) in two possible
ways.

It follows from (2.5.1) that

RL(a,b) = LR(a,b) = (a,b).

Now, let us consider a module 1\;[ generated by a semiorthonormal tripie (a, b, c)
and its submodule vV generated by (a, b). In this case .L W is generated by c. We
can calculate the mutation Lmwc in two ways: taking in (2.6.5) U generated by a,
V generated by b, or taking U generated by Lmab, V generated by a. The results
must be the same, and we get same kind of the triangfe equation:

To present last two identities in more conceptual form let us consieder a sub
module IV c M generated by semiorthonormal collection {eo, eI, ... , ek}. Denote
by Lv and Rv the operations, which change the pair (ev-l, ev) by its left and fight
mutations respectively (v = 1,2, ... , k). From our identities it follows immediately
the following

2.7.2. PROPOSITION. Operations Lv and Rv satisfy tbe identities:

RvLv
LvLv- 1 Lv

L?LLv

= LvRv = Icl
Lv- 1 LI1 Lv- 1

== LvLJ-J
for v = 2, 3, ... , k

for J-l, l/: 1J-l - vi > 1

o

2.7.3. COROLLARY. The braid group acts by left mutations of neighboring pairs
on the set of semiorthonormal bases of an admissible submodule.

o
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§3. Decomposition of bilinear forms via canonical operator.

3.1. Notations. In this paragraph we consider a vector space V over an alge
braically closed field {{ of characteristic 0 equipped with a non-degenerate bilinear
form (*, *).

The pai r {V, (*, *)} is called decomposable, if V = U EB I/V, the restrictions
(*, *)u and (*, *hv are non-degenerate (in particular, U :j:. 0, vV :j:. 0), and U, vV
are biorthogonal to each other, i.e. (U, IV) = (W, U) = O.

'vVe are going to classify in all indecomposable pairs {V, (*, *)} up to isometrie
isomorphisms. The following proposition shows that the answer may be given in
terms of the canonieal operator of the form on V.

3.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let {V, (*, *)v}, {U, (*, *)u} be two spaees witb non-de
generate bilinear [arms. They are isometrieally isomorphie to eaeb other iE and
only iE there exists an isomorphism 'I/;: U --t V such that 'lj;KV = KU'l/J, where KU

and KV are the canonical operators of the [arms on U and V.

PROOF. 'vVe may assunle that two different forms (*, *h and (*, *h on the same
veetor spaee V are given and that these two forms have the same eanonieal operator
K. It is sufficient to prove that in this case there exists a linear isomorphism
r.p: V --t V such that

(v, wh = (r.pv, <.pwh Vv, w E V.

In (2.4.3) we have seen that there exists a selfdual operator 'lj;: V --t V such that

(v, wh = (v, "t/;wh Vv, w E V.

Over an algebraically closed field !( of characteristic 0 we ean find a polynomial

F(t) E [([tl such that the operator <.p ~f F(1/J) satisfy the equation r.p2 = 1/J. Sinee 'P
is selfdual too~ we obtain (v, wh = (<.pv, r.pwh Vv, tu E V.
o

So, non-degenerate non-symmetrie bilinear form over algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero is uniqllely determinated by Jordan normal form ot its canon
icaloperator. 'vVe will describe the correspondence between the root decomposition
of the canonical operator and biorthogonal decomposition of original bilinear form.
These results are not new and actually they may be extraeted from classieal books
[HoPe] (Book 2, Ch.lX) and [Ma].

For any linear operator tp: \I ~ \i we will usually denote by A, fL, ... its
eigenvalues and by tp,\, r.p~, ... - corresponding differerences r.p - ..\E, 'P - pE, ...
The root subspaces, whieh eorresponds to these eigenvalues, will be denoted by V>.,
V~l .... So,

v~ = U kerr.p:.
neN
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3.2. Decomposition of an isometry. Let t.p: V ----t V be an isometrie operator
with eigenvalues "\, J1 and let

V m ::4 Vm-l ~ ... ::4 Va ~ V-I = 0

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~'Wk H 'Wk-l H ... 1-+ 'Wo t--t W_I = 0

be any two Jordan chains for operators c.p.\ = c.p - ,,\E and c.pp. = <P - J.LE. Then far
any 0 :::; i :::; 1n, 0 :::; j :::; k we have

(Vi, 'Wj) = (rpVi' CPWj) = (AVi + Vi-I, /-lWj + Wj-l)

and hence

(1- A/-l)(Vi,Wj) = "\(Vi,Wj-l) +J1(Vi-l,Wj) + (Vi-hWj-I)'

Using decreasing induetion we obtain that for Aj1. =f:. 1

(Vi, 'Wj) = (Wj, Vi) = o.
vVe have proved

3.2.1. PROPOSITION. [f AJ1 =f:. 1, then two root subspaces VA and Vp. of any
isometry<p: V ----t V are biortbogonal to each other.

o

3.2.2. COROLLARY. Let r.p: V -7 V be an an isometry of aspace V equipped
with non-degenerate bilinear form. Then _V splits into biorthogonal direct sum of
subspaces vVp., where:

- for J.L = ±1 VVP. coincides with the root subspace Vp. of<p and restrietion of
the original form onto vVp. is nondegenerate;

- for j.L =f:. ±l VVP. ·coincides with the direct sum of root subspaces Vp. EB Vp.-1
and the original form restriets tri'Tially onto each of these two root subspaces and
induces a nondegenerate pairing between them.

o
In order to clarify the action of <p on the subspaces l'Vp. = Vp. EB Vp.-1 we denote

Vp. by V+ and Vp.-l by V_. Let us identify V..: with V+ using non-degenerate pairing
(V+, V_). So, we can consider the dual to a linear operator f: V+ ----t V+ as the
operator f*: V_ ----t V_ defined by the formula

(v+,f*v-) = (fv+,v-) Vv+EV+ Vv_EV_.

Finally, consider two nilpotent operators

<f'+ ~f (<f' - j.LE)lVt : \1+ -7 V+ ;

<p_ ~f (<p _ tL- 1 E)lv_: V_ -7 V_ .

In the case j.L = ±l we put V+ = V_ = Vp. and 'P+ = <p- = 1Pw

3.2.3. PROPOSITION. The following formulae hold:
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(A) 'P+ = -/lIP-1Iv_ 9-;

(E) ker( cp~) = Ann (im (cp~ ));

(C) im ('P~) = Ann (ker(<p~));

13

PROOF. The first formula is checked by direct computation.
The other two follow from the first one by using the fact that for any pair

of dual linear operators f: \i --t \i and f*: V* -t V* we have ker(f) =
Ann (im (f*)) and im (f) = Ann (ker(f*)). In our case one have to put f = tpt,
f* = (-J.l)\o-kl v_ <p~ and to note that ker(f*) = ker(<p~) and im (f*) = im (tp~),

because (_J.L)ktp-kl v_ is an isomorphism, which commute with cp_.
o

3.2.4. COROLLARY. Nilpotent operators cp+ and 'P- have the same Jordan nor
mal {arm (the same cycle (vpe).

PROOF. It is convenient to represent an Jordan basis of a given nilpotent operator
f on aspace l-V by the Young diagram like the following one:

The cells of this diagram are in 1-1 correspondence with the basic vectors of Jordan
basis and f takes each cell to its left neighboring and takes the cells from the first
left column to zero.

In terms of such representation the sum Sk(f) of lengths of the first left k
columns is equal to the dirn ker(fk). From the other hand, the number of cells
forming these k columns coincides with the nurnber of cells forrning a basis of a
direct complernent to the subspace im(fk) (these cells are at the right side of the
Young diagram). So,

Sk(f) = dimker(fk) = dirn I,V - dirn im (fk).

It follows from above proposi tion that in our case

dirn ker( 'P~) = dim( V_) - dirn im ('P~ ).

Hence, Sk( 'P+) = Sk( tp-) Vk and our operators have the same Young diagram.
o

3.3. Decomposition of the canonical operator. Suppose now that V is in
decornposable and apply the previous results to the canonical operator <p = K. We
see that there are two cases.

In the first case, which we call for a moment the J.l-case,

Kl v = J.lE + TJ++
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where J-l =I ±l and 7]+: 7]- are nilpotent operators of the same cycle type. The
restrietions (*, *)v+, (*, *)v_ are zeros anel pairing (V+ 1 V_) is non-degenerate.

In the second case, which we call for a moment the E-case

K = cE + 17,

where E: = ±l and 7] is nilpotent.
The exact description of Jordan normal form of T]± anel 7] in these two cases

will be given in two consequent propositions below.

3.3.1. PROPOSITION. If V is indecomposable and the J-l-case takes place, then
7]+ and 7]- bave only one Jordan cyc1e of tbe same length, i.e. the Young diagrams
of 7]± are of the form I I I I I I I I.

PROOF. Denote by [(± the kernel subspaces ker(7]±) C V±. We fix some .Jordan
basis for 7]+ in V+ and denote by C+ the direct complement to the image subspace
im (7]+) C V+ induced by this choice, so \1+ = C+ EB im (7]+). Let

+ 1'7+ +11+11+ +11+ + 0ek I-t ek _ L I-t ... t---t eo I-t e_ 1 =

be the Jordan chain of maximallength for 7]+ (corresponding to the upper row of
the Young diagram of 7]+), L+ be its linear span, and VV+ be the linear span of all
others basic vectors, i.e. V+ = L+ EB W+.

It follows from proposition 3.2.3 that the pairing (C+, Jl_) is non-degenerate.
"Ve fix the basis of [{_ 1 which is dual to the basis of C+ fixed above, and consider
the vector eü of this basis such that (et 1 ei)) = 1 and (e+, eü) = 0 for all other basic
vectors e+ E C+. It follows from (3.2.3) anel (3.2.4) that automatically eü E im (t]~).

Hence, this vector can be included in a Jordan cain

Each vector ej of this chain is determinated by ej_l not uniquely hut modulo
J<_. Since the pairing (C+, J(_) is non-degenerate, we can modify this chain (in
the unique way!) in order to have ej E C~ Vj 2:: 1. Denote hy L_ the linear span
of the chain chosed in the such way. We have, in particular,

It is easy to check that L_ is biorthogonal to vV+. Actually, any w+ E W+ can
be written as w+ = 7]~c+, where c+ E C+ n l'V+. Hence, Vj we have:

(w+, ei) =' (1]~C+1 ei) = (-fL)m(C+, 7]~K-mei) = 0,

because (c+, L_) = 0 anel L_ is invariant under the action of K and 7]_. Orthogo
nality in the opposite direction follows immediately:
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Starting from the others basic veetors of !(_ we ean eonstruct in the same way as
above a direet deeomposition V_ = L_ EB ~V_ such that (L+, lV_) = (~V_, L+) = O.
Hence, the subspace L+ EI! L_ C \1 is abiorthogonal direct summand in V. Since
V is indeeomposahle, we have V = L+ EB L_.
o

3.3.2. PROPOSITION. Ir v is indecomposable and the e-case takes place, then
either'T/ has the Young diagram of the form

t I 1 1 I I·· ., I 1
'- .... I

n+1

and c = {-1)n or 1] has the Young diagram of the form

EEEEB···EtHE
, v I

n+1

and e = (_1)n+l.

PROOF. Letryn =!= 0 hut 'ryn+1 = o. It foIlows from proposition 3.2.3 that the
hilinear form

(v, 10) ~f (v, fJn 1O )

is weIl defined and non-degenerate on the faetor-space V/ ker( 'T/n). The ealculation:

(w, v) = (1O,1]n V ) = ('T/n V , w) = (v, (1]v)n /\'w) = (-c )n(v, /\'-"1]"/\,10) =

= (-et(v, (cE +1])1-"7]"10) = (-cte1- n (v, 1]"10) =

(-I)"e(v, w)

shows that this form is symmetrie for e = (-1)" and is skew-symmetric for e =
(_1)"+1.

In the first ease we ean find an orthonormal basis of V/ ker( 7]") with respeet
to this symmetrie form. If we construet a Jordan basis for 7] in V starting with
this orthonormal basis of V/ ker(1]"), then we will be in a position to apply the
arguments from the proof of the previous proposition. Exaetly as above we ean
modify the Jordan ehain of maximallength in such a way that its linear span will
be detaehed as biorthogonal direet summand. Henee, in this case K, has only one
Jordan cycle and its length is modulo 2 different from the eigenvalue of K..

In the second case we ean deeompose V/ ker(fJn) with respeet to symplectie
form (*, *) into direet sum of standard 2-dimensional symplectie planes, which are
orthogonal to eaeh other. [f we fix a sympleetic basis in one of these planes, then,
as above~ we ean construet Jordan ehains ended in these two veetors in such a way
that its linear span will be detaehed as biorthogonal direct summand. Henee, in
this case f{, has only two Jordan eyde of the same length and this length is modulo
2 equal to the eigenvalue of /\'.
o
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3.4. Forms of type 2. Note that the second case of proposition 3.3.2 can be
considered as a particular case of the proposition 3.3.1. Narnely, in both cases the
structure of the space V is described by the following definition.

3.4.1. DEFINITION. Let [{ be an arbitrary field, V be a vector space of even
dimension dirn V = 2k over [{, and f1 E [{, J-l =1= (-1 )k+l. Non-degenerate indecom
posable bilinear form on the space V is called to be of the type 2, j[

v = V+ EB V..... h:lv± = J-l±1 E +1]± ,

where dirn \1+ = dirn \/~ = k, 1]l = 0, 1Ji- 1 i- 0, the pairing (V+, V ... ) is non
degenerate, and both restrietions (*, *)v+, (*, *)v+ are identica11y equal to zero.

It is easy to see that non-degenerate indecomposable forms of the type 2 actually
exist for any k E N and J-l E Je tvloreover, from the proofs given above one can
extract some standard form for their Gram matrix.

3.4.2. COROLLARY. Each non-degenerate indecomposable form oftbe type 2 bas
at some appropriate basis the Gram matrix

J-l
0 J-L 1

0

J-l 1 0

J-L 1
1

0 1

°1 °1

PROOF. First consider a. form of the type 2. In this case V = V+ EB V_, dirn \1+ =
dirn V_ = k. Let us fix an arbitrary Jordan basis

. .
for 1]+ in V+. Since the pairing (ker(1]:"), V+ lim (1]~)) is non-degenerate \:Ij, we can
find a sequence of vectors Vj E ker(1]=-) (where j = 0, 1, ... , k) such that

(Vj, et-J = 1

(vj,et_v) = 0 for v = 0,1, ... , (j -1).

Note that by (3.2.3) we have also

(Vj,et_v) = 0 forv=(j+l), (j+2), ... , k.
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These relations determinate the scalar products in the opposite order tao:
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"Ve see that the Gram matrix of the basis {et, ... ,et, vt l' .. ,vt} has the form
what is needed.

On the other hand, simple direct computation shows that the canonical operator
of this Gram matrix actually has two Jordan cycles of length k with eigenvalues fJ
and fl-l.
o

3.5. Forms of type 1. Actually, much more interesting for us are the forms, which
satisfy the remainder first condition from proposition 3.3.2.

3.5.1. DEFINITION. Non-degenerate jndecomposable bilinear form on a spaee V
oE dimension dirn V = n + 1 is called to be oE the type 1, j[

where 1]n+l = 0, 1]n "# O.

We will show in §4 that the form on !(o(IPn) is of type 1. Let us consider the
forms of type 1 in a more details. We put in this section !( = Q, because this case
will be used in the next paragraph, but actually all results are true for any fild of
characteristic zero.

We fix a vector space V of dimension dirn V = n + 1 over Q and denote the
sign (_1)n by c. Since the canonical operator of a form of type 1 has the form
K. = cE + 1] and nilpotent operator 1] has a Jordan chain of length n + 1, the
centralizer of the canonical operator in End(1l(V) (i.e. the canonical algebra A, see
2.4) coincides with the commutative subring

In order to study the involution v (see 2.4) it is more convenient to choose an
other generator of the canonical algebra. Namely, let

eK. - E 1 _ 1_1
( = E = ;:;c1](E + -2c1]) .cl{, +; .!.

We have
1+(

1{,=6
1
_(; 1]=2c((+(2+ ... +(n)

and ti. , 1], ( are uniquely determinated by each other. Obviously, ( is nilpotent,
has the same Jordan normal form a.s T), ker(T}i) = ker((i) Vi, and Q[(] = Q[1]].
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By proposition 3.2.3 the involution v is uniquely determinated by the condition
TJv = -C:K,-I TJ • Hence, this involution coincides with the involution of the ring
Q[(], which takes ( to -C and acts on A = Q[(]J(n+l by the rule

f(()V = f( -() Vf E Q[(] .

In particular, the Gram matrix of any Jordan basis {ei} for ( is uniquely determi
nated by its right column by the simple rule:

( . .) _ ((n-i in-i ) _ { (-l)ic(ei+i_n, en ) for n ::; (i +j) ::; 2n
eH eJ - en , .., en - 0 C (' ')lor 'l +J < n

(f.3.5A)
We see that the subspace A+ c A of all selfdual operators coincides with the

subspace of aH operators f( () represented by even polynomials f. The subspace

A_ = 'cie(Isom) cA of all antiselfdual operators is generated by k = [n t 1] odd
- i3 "2.1.-1powers ~, .., , . . . , ~ .

3.5.2. PROPOSITION. Tbe isometry group of a form of type 1 is Abelian and
has two conneeted eomponents. The component of tbe identity is isomorphie to

the direct product of [n ! 1] standard l-dimensional additive unipotent algebraic
groups.

PROOF. It follows [rom above remarks that the exponential map

gives an isomorphism between affine additive group of rank [n! 1] and the con
nected component of the identity [soma.

1som ean be defined as an algebraie subvariety in the affine spaee A by equation

fV . f = f (- ()f (() = 1 .

If we use the eoeffieients (aa, al, a2, ... , an) of polynomials

a.s coordinates on A, then this equation is equivalent to the system of k+ 1 quadratic
equations

=
=

=

1
_a2

1

-2ala3 - a~

We see that for any ehoose of a value ao = ±1 and any fixed values of rV. i 1]
odd coeffieients a2v+l there exist a unique coHection of values of even eoefReients
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such that

such that I( () is isometrie. Henee, the projeetion of the affine spaee A onto the
subspace generated by odd coordinates gives an isomorphism of 1som with the
disjoint union of two such subspaces.
o

Recall that in proof of the proposition (:3.3.2) we consider non-degenerate bi
linear form (v, w) = (v, 1]nw) over the factor VI ker( 7]n). Ir the original bilinear
form (*, *) is of type 1, then this form (*, *) is symmetrie and factor VI ker(7]n) is

I-dimensional. Hence, the number e~f (v,v) = (v,1]n v) modulo multiplication by
squers does not depend on v E V/im (7]).

3.5.3. PROPOSITION. For any indecomposable rational [arm of type 1 on (n +1)
dimensional vector space there exists a Jordan basis of ( over quadratic extension

Q(Jel2n ) such that the Gram matrix of the form at this basis is equal to

1

° -1 1
1 -1

-1 1

0
(_I)n (_l)n-l

PROOF. Let us fix an arbitrary Jordan basis

for C. We are going to find a selfdual operator

{
I for i = 0,1

(I ei, en ) = ° for i ~ 2

In order to do this note that (Iv,lw) = (v,gw), where

is selfdual too. Using orthogonality conditions (3.2.3) we obtain:

Hence, we can choose the constants {a2v} such that
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Moreover, we can take ao = (eo , en)-l. In order to get f [rom 9 we have to salve
the system

It is possible over the qudratic extension Q(~), where

e= (eo, en) = '*n, eo) = c(en,Cen) = ;n (en, ryn en ) = 2~ (! .

Finally, using formula (f.3.5A), for basic vectors with odd indices we get:

2(e2v-l, en ) = (e2v-l' en ) - s(en , e2v-d = (en , Ke2v-d - (en , se2V-l) =

= (e n , (K - eE)e2v-l) = 2$( (en , e2v-2) + (e n , e2v-3) +... ) =

2( (e2v-2, en ) - (e2v-3, en ) + (e2v-4, en ) - ... ) ,

Hence,

{
I for v = 1

(e2v-l' en ) = 0 for v:?: 2

and by (f.3.5A) we obtain the Gram matrix what is needed.
o
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§4. [(o(lPn) in more details.

4.1. Notations. In this seetion we eonsider in more details the module Kn

[(o(IPn) with the natural unimodular bi linear form

(E,F) = I)-lt dirn Exe'(E, F),

21

Denote by Pn C Q[t] the subspace of all polynomials of degree ~ n, and let
Jvt n C Pn be the Z-submodule of all polynomials taking integer values at all integer
points. We will call such polynomials numencal. Evidently, P n = Mn 0~ Q.

The map

h: K n -t j\;fn: E M hE(t) = x( E (9 CJ(t)) (for tE Z),

which takes a coherent sheaf E to its Hilbert polynornial hE(t), is an isornorphisrn
of Z-rnodules. We identify Kn with J\;fn by this isomorphism.

It is easy to check that this identification takes the Z-basis of K n consisting of
the rest riet ions of the structure sheaf onto subspaces:

to standard binomial Z-basis

of Mn consisting of

'k(t) = ho~.rl) = (I: k) = ~! (I + 1)(1 + 2)··· (I + k)
for k = 1,2, . .. ,n

The restriction operator E M EII?n_, onto a hyperplane IPn-l C lFn is represented
in terms of J\;fn by left difference operator

where D = dj dt. Note that the polynomials //1 form a Jordan chain for this
operator, i.e. ym,v = lv-rn'

4.2. Canonical algebra. We denote by An the canonical algebra of all reflexive
operators with respect to the form on A1 n comming from K n under our identi
fication. Recall that it coineides with centralizer of K, in Hom~(MnlMn)' To
describe An we describe first its vectorisation An (9 Q, i.e. the centralizer of K in

HOffiQ(Pnl Pn ).
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The canonical operator of the bilinear form on Kn coincides with the Serre
Verdier dualizing operator, which takes a dass of coherent sheaf E to a dass
(_l)n E( -n - 1). Under the isomorphism h this operator is identified with the
operator

Hence, the canonical operator has the form fi, = (_l)n Id + 1], where

'7] = (-lt(e-(n+l)D -1) (f.4.2A)

is nilpotent operator such that ".,n =J. 0, hut 1]n+l = O. So, in terms of the previous
paragraph, we get

4.2.1. PROPOSITION. A1 n (9 Q is the space of type 1.

o
In particular, the centralizer of I\, in HOIllQ(Pn , Pn ) is equal to Q[1]]JTJTl+l. Since

Q[TJ]/TJn+1 = Q[D]/Dn+l by (f.4.2A), we get

4.2.2. COROLLARY. An (9 Q = Q[D]I Dn+l, where D=d/dt

o

4.2.3. COROLLARY. An = Z[\7]J\7n+1
, where \7 = 1 - e-D.

PROOF. Of course, An 0 Q = Q[D]/ DTl+l = Q[\7]/\7n+l. So, we have to prove
that an operator

takes Jvt n into Jvt n if and only if all av E Z. To do this we apply A to IV and
evaluate at the point t = O. We get av = Alv(O). Hence,

o

4.3. Tensoring and dualizing. There are two more algebraic structures on
the module K n - the structure of the ring with respect to the tensor product of
locally free sheaves anel the involution * taking a locally free sheaf E to its dual
E* = 1lom(E, 0). vVe carry these operations over the module JV1 n by isomorphism
h anel denote by 0 and * as weIl.

Since tensoring by the restriction of the structure sheaf onto hyperplane 1S

represented in terms of J\;1 n by the operator \7, we get immediately that

ln-v 0/n-~ = 1'n-(v+tt)·

Note, that In is the unit element with respect to tensor product.
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Let us define the linear map eh -1: An ~ Alfn by the rule

eh -1 : A I-t A/n

23

Evidently, this map is an isomorphism of Z-modules. Moreover, the following
proposition holds:

4.3.1. PROPOSITION. eh -l(AB) = eh -l(A) 0 eh -l(B), i.e. tbe map eh -1 is an
isomorphism oEZ-algebras, where the multiplication on j\;{n is given by the tensor
product and the multiplication on An is given by the composition of operators (or
multiplication oE formal power series modulo \7n+I).

PROOF. It is sufficient to check the formula for basic operators A = \7\ B = \7m,
but in this case it is obvious.
o

The inverse isomorphism eh : j\lt n~ An will be ealled the ehern charaeter.
We identify Mn (and Kn) with canonieal algebra An by this isomorphism and
carry the involution * over An a.s weIl. \Ve are going to eompare this involution
with the involution v, which takes a reflexive operator to its dual with respeet to
the bilinear form in the sense of (2.4).

4.3.2. PROPOSITION. For any A = A(D) E An 0lQ we have

AV(D) = A"(D) = A(-D).

PROOF. The involution induced by the rule D I-t - D takes the canonical operator
K. to its dual /i-I, and henee, this involution eoincides with the involution v of the
eanonieal algebra.

Further, for translation operator T = eD : f(t) I--t f(t + 1) we have T V = T- I
•

This means that v acts on Atf n by taking

to

Hence, v coineides with *.
o

Sinee for any pair of locally free sheaves we have

we get for the sealar product on j\;{n the formula

(f, g) = f'" 0 9 (0).

Hence, we obtain
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lTI (D) ~f D
k

(h k 0 1 )'l' k k! w ere ,., = , , ... n .

Note, that for this basis we have Wk = (-l)k Wk too.

4.3.3. COROLLARY. In terms of operator D, the scalar product on An is gi\ren
by

(A(D), B(D)) = A(-D)B(D)7n (0).

o

4.4. Standard basises and their Gram matrices. vVe have seen in the pre
vious paragraph that there exists a basis {~o, =1, ... ,=n} over some quadratic
extension An ® Q(~) with Gram matrix

1
0 -1 1

1 -1
-1 1

0
(-l)n (_l)n-l

Recall that the number ~ was defined by quadratic equation

Hence, for even n the basis in question is retional and for odd n it exists over

Q( J(n + 1)/2).
Recall also that this basis coincides with same Jordan basis for the operator

. (-1)n~-E h(n+l D)
~ = = -tan --

_ (-1) n n:+E 2

anel has a form {<p(n, <p(n-l, ... , <pc <p}, where <p = ep( D) is an appropriate self
dual operator. Unfortunately, I do not know any general explicit formula for these
basic operators. Indeed, it is not clifficult to calculate them for concrete n. For
example, on !(o(1P2) @ Q we can take

We will suppose that some such basis is fixed in An @ Q for each n and will
denote it by {30l =1, ... ,Sn}, where (=v = =v-l. Coordinates {zn, ZI, ... ,zn} with
respect to this basis may be considered as some characteristic classes of sheaves
anel it would be very interesting to investigate their geometrical sense.

An other rational basis of An (9 Q, which is useful for calculations, consists of
Adams operators
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Let A~ BE An 0 Q be deeomposed by 'Irv as

Then we can written

A*B = Lav(A,B)WVl

where each bilinear form adA, B) depends on ünly first (k + 1) coefficients

of A, B. The precise expression for ak is

25

Nüte that ak(A, B) is symmetrie for even k and skew-symmetric für odd k~

4.4.1. PROPOSITION. Tbe original bilinear form on An Q9 Q is decomposed by
the [orms ak(A, B) in the following way:

1 n

(A, B) = I" L: an -k(1, 2, ... , n)ak(A, B),
n. k=o

where O"n-k(l~ 2" ... , n) = L VIV2'" Vk is the value of (n - k)-th ele-
1~1I1 <L"2<"'<Vk~n

mentary symmetrical polynomial at the integer point (1,2, ... , n).

PROOF. It is easy to check that

Dk

7J"(t + l)(t +2)··· (t + n) = O"n-k((t + 1), (t + 2), l"" (t + n)).

Hence,

(A,B)

o
For example, Gram matriees of Adams basises für IP2, IP3, IP4 are the following:

~ (-1~ -t~ -~ ~)
6 6 3 0 0 '

-1 0 0 0
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24 50 35 10 1

1
-50 -70 -30 -4 0

- 35 30 6 0 0
24 -10 -4 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

4.5. Isometries and their invariants. We have seen in the previous paragraph
that the isometry group [sam has two connected components and the component
of the identity coincides with the image of the exponential map applyed to the
subspace A_ 01Q of all antiselfdual operators. In terms of operator D, this subspace
consists of all operators A( D) represented by odd power series.

4.5.1. PROPOSITION. Two nondegenerate operators A, B E An 0 Q belang to
tbe same orbit of tbe natural action of Isom on An 0 Q by multiplications if and
only if A * A = B* B in An 0 Q.

PROOF. lf A = B~ for same ip E Isom, then

beeause ip"'ip = 1.

At the same time, if A* A = B* Band .4 and Bare invertible, then <P = AB- l

satisfies the eondition

and henee, it is isometrie.
o

4.6. The rank. Let us define the Tank funetional

rk : An ---+ Z

by the rule:
rk (A) ~f (A, \im) = c(\7 n

, A) \fA = A(\7) E An .

It follaws from the orthogonality eonditions (3.2.3) that

rk (xo + Xl \7 + ... + Xn\7n) = Xo .

Hence, \f A, B we have rk (A)rk (B) = (A, \7nB) = c(\7n A, B).
Geometrieally, if the operator A eorresponds to the class of a locally ffee sheaf,

then \7n A corresponds to i ts restriction onto a point. Hence, the rank defined
above eoincides in this ease with the usual rank of locally ffee sheaf.

Since \7 = 1 - e-D and \7n = eDn we ean calculate rank in terms of D by the
formula

(rk A)2 = c(A, nn A) .
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So, rk (aoWo + al W1 +... + an Wn) = ao.
In terms of an other usefu I operator ( = - tanh((n + 1) D /2) we have

27

1 (1 + ()D= ---log --
n+l 1-(

Hence,

(rk A)2 = (_2_) nE(A, (n A) .
n+1

So, (rk (zo2o+ Z121 +... + Zn 2 n))2 = (n ~ l)n z;.

4.7. !(o(IF2) and Markov chain. Let M be a ffee Z-module of rank 3 equipped
with an unimodular integer bilinear form. Jordan normal form of corresponding
the canonical operator on j\;f '9 C may be only one of the following:

(~ ~ ~) (-~ -~ ~)
001 001 (

,,\ 0 0)o ,,\-1 0

001

where ,,\ f:. ±1. These three cases are distinguished by a value of the trace tr (~),

which is equal to 3, -1 and 1 +,,\ + .\-1, where .\ f:. ±l, respectively.
Suppose now that the form on M admits same semiorthonormal basis with

Gram matrix

(

la b)
x= ~ ~ ~ . (f.4. 7A)

Easy computation gives tr(n:) = tr(x- 1xt
) = 3 - a 2

- b2 - c2 +abc. We get

4.7.1. PROPOSITION. An integer bilinear form ([4. 7A) is of type 1 (in tbe sense
of previous paragraph) if and only if the numbers {a, b, c} satisfy the tripled Nfarkov
equation:

o
It is weil known (see [Ca]) that all solutions of tripled Markov equations are

obtained from the initial solution {3, 3, 3} by use of the following two procedures:

(A) changing signs of any two numbers;

(B) changing a value of one of numbers via Vieta theorem:

a t-+ bc - a, or b t-+ ac - b, or c t-+ ab - c .
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Note now that we can change signs of any two elements of Gram matrix by
changing a sign of one of basic vectors. Further, the following three mutations of
a semiorthonormal basis {ea, el, e2} (see 2.7):

LI: {ea, el , e2} t----+ {eI - (eo, el)eO, eo 1 e2}

L2 : {eo, eI, e2} I---t {eo 1 e2 - (eI, e2)el ,eI}

R2 : {eo, eI, e2} t--t {eo, e2 1 el - (eIl e2)e2}

change Gram matrix by the rules

Hence, we have proved

4.7 .2. PROPOSITIO~. Any semiorthonormal basis of an integer bilinear form of
type 1 can be transformed using the braid group action and challging signs of basic
vectors to the semiorthonormal basis with Gram matrix

o
The last matrix coincides with the Gram matrix of the basis {O, T( -1), O(l)}

of [(o(1P2), where T( -1) is the twisted tangent sheaf. vVe get

4.7.3. CORO LLARY. There exists a unique up to integer isometries integer bjJin
ear form of type 1, which admits a semiorthonormal basis. This [arm coincides
with tbe form on [(o(IP2).

o
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